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associate with the chronic habitues of the workhouse or the
labour-yard until they were driven into the last ditch. It
did at least test the reality of their destitution. But neither
then nor earlier did it do anything to help them get the work
they needed. Nor, if such work was unobtainable, did it
provide the humanest means of deciding whether or not the
unemployed person was deserving of help. Either this auto-
matic test of genuineness would have to be dispensed with
and the door re-opened to the humaner abuses of discretionary
out-relief; or a better self-acting test of something other than
pecuniary destitution would have to be devised.
The crude effectiveness of these time-honoured tests might
be successful in differentiating between those who were in
the last ditch and those who were not. But that had not
proved the same thing as to differentiate between the class
of paupers and the class of independent labourers. The line
of demarcation was financial and neither social nor moral,
except in the very few localities where effective charity organi-
zation succeeded in bringing voluntary aid to the doors of all
those who were merely the victims of exceptional ill fortune.
It confused those who had fallen from a higher standard of
human living with those who had never known more than
the lowest level of animal existence.
A test of destitution was a test neither of needs nor of
deserts. And it consequently struck public opinion that it was
quite arbitrary to wait and impose so coldly automatic a test
at this particular ebb in a person's fortunes. * Law only works
well when it secures the assent as well as the obedience of
the governed/ J. R. Green had written right back in 1868,
' and the fact that large bodies of thoughtful men, brought
from position or sympathy into daily contact with distress,
should for a quarter of a century persist in protesting against
the laws that deal with us, is to our minds a very serious matter
indeed.'*
And the matter became more serious, witk the growth of
* France and French Poor-relief, reprinted in Stray Studies, II., p.
158 (1903).

